The station is a large box, about 800-1000 feet long and 70 feet wide. When completed, the box will accommodate:

> The station platform at the lowest level of the box where people will board and exit trains;
> About mid-way between the platform and the street level is the concourse level where ticketing machines are located;
> At least one street-level station entrance;
> At least one elevator, two escalators, and stairs between these levels;
> Non-public spaces to accommodate station equipment and functions such as communications, power, ventilation, maintenance, etc.

Stations are generally 50-60 feet deep to allow easy passenger circulation from the station platform to the surface. When built under a street, they are constructed below temporary concrete decking that allows the street to continue to carry traffic. If located off-street, they can be built using an open excavation, similar to the construction of a building.

CONSTRUCTING THE TUNNELS

Tunnels are typically about 20 feet in diameter. There are two parallel tunnels separated by about 20 feet, one tunnel for train travel in each direction. Tunnels are generally about 50-70 feet deep, though they can be deeper between stations. Some portions of the tunnel alignments for the subway will be significantly deeper than this, up to about 130 feet.

SITE PREPARATION

Preparing a site for station construction typically begins by protecting or relocating any underground utilities such as power lines, water lines, sewers, gas pipes, cable/telephone lines and storm drains.

CLOSURES

This will likely require temporary closures of portions of the street under which utilities are located and detouring traffic around the work site. Detours are often limited to weekends or non-peak periods.

TUNNEL BORING MACHINES (TBMS)

The twin tunnels between stations are constructed with TBMs that must be lowered into the ground by cranes through a large shaft referred to as the TBM launch site. These sites are typically located in a staging area near one or more of the station boxes. The TBMs proceed in parallel, tunneling at an average rate of 40 to 50 feet per day.
**PRESSURIZED-FACED TBMS**
The cutting face and other aspects of TBMs are typically custom-made for each tunneling job, depending on the soil conditions that will be encountered. However, most urban tunneling around the world today utilizes what are known as pressurized-faced TBMs. These machines maintain the pressure in the surrounding ground, and precast concrete linings are installed as the machines progress. Most recently, Metro used pressurized-face TBMs on the 1.8 mile tunnel for the Metro Gold Line Eastside Extension and experienced no measurable surface subsidence or substantiated property damage claims. Another recent project utilizing pressurized-face TBMs is the City of Los Angeles’ large diameter East Central Interceptor Sewer, which runs under portions of Exposition Bl.

**SPECIAL CONDITIONS**
Different measures can be built into the tunnels along the way to accommodate special conditions. In areas with gassy or watery ground this could include secondary tunnel liners or gaskets, or enhanced ventilation systems. In areas where the tunnel may cross an earthquake fault, a wider tunnel may be excavated or flexible tunnel liners could be installed.

**INSTALL CONCRETE DECKING**
The next step in the process is to install concrete decking that will serve as the temporary street surface, allowing traffic to continue to flow while construction continues underneath. Vertical support piles are installed along the edges of the street and steel beams are installed across the construction area atop these piles. Concrete decking is then installed in sections on top of the beams, flush with the street. The temporary decking is also designed to maintain access to sidewalks and driveways, wherever possible.

**CLOSURES**
This initial street excavation and installation of the concrete decking requires temporary street closures. This typically occurs over a series of sequential weekends beginning after rush hour on Friday night, with the street reopening before rush hour on Monday morning. In some cases, communities may prefer to close the streets continuously to shorten the overall duration of this process. If the work can be accomplished by closing only a portion of the lanes, traffic will be accommodated in the remaining lanes. In some instances, the entire street may need to be closed for some period of time. If so, traffic will be temporarily diverted to parallel streets.
As the tunneling progresses, the excavated material is brought back to the TBM launch site through the tunnel using bins mounted on rail cars or a conveyor system. Alternately, some systems use a slurry transport method to remove soil to the surface. With a slurry system, excavated soil is mixed with a fluid so it can be pumped thru pipelines in the tunnel. Soil will then be separated from the fluid at the surface worksite. Once the tunneling between the stations is completed and the tunnel surface is finished, the tracks and electrical facilities can be installed.

The next steps involve removing the earth within the area that will eventually become the station box. At the same time, shoring is installed along the edges of the excavation to support the ground around the station box.

Once excavation is completed to the bottom of the station box, construction of the inside of the station begins. The public areas of the subway stations also contain architectural design treatments and artwork, information displays, lighting, signage, security monitoring devices and many other design elements.

One of the final steps in the process is the removal of the decking and restoration of the street. This can again be done at night and on weekends, or over a shorter period of time by closing the street continuously and rebuilding the street on top of the station box. When construction is finished, there is little evidence on the surface other than the station entrances.
Background

Environmental approvals have been received, allowing work to move forward towards bringing the Metro Purple Line to the Westside. When completed, the subway will extend nine miles from its current terminus at Wilshire/Western and add seven new stations at Wilshire/La Brea, Wilshire/Fairfax, Wilshire/La Cienega, Wilshire/Rodeo, Constellation/Ave of the Stars, Wilshire/Westwood, and Westwood/VA Hospital.

Pre-construction activities have started and construction is set to begin in 2014. This fact sheet is intended to summarize the subway construction process.

Construction Overview

There are two basic elements of subway construction – building the stations and their entrances, and building the tunnels running between the stations. Stations and tunnels are constructed in very different ways. Stations are constructed from the surface by excavating the area to be occupied by the station “box.” Construction staging areas are usually located adjacent to station construction sites. Tunnels are bored completely below ground using the latest tunneling technology.

The greatest construction impacts will likely be generated by station construction and from the associated construction staging sites. Little disturbance on the surface is likely from the tunnel construction between the station areas. The Final EIS/EIR evaluated impacts associated with construction and proposed mitigations for these impacts.

This fact sheet provides an overview of the construction process for stations and tunnels, discusses construction staging areas and indicates possible construction impacts.

Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planned Schedule</th>
<th>Forecasted Schedule*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECTION 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>SECTION 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.6 miles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Stations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wilshire/Rodeo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Wilshire/Fairfax</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Century City</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Wilshire La Cienega</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-Construction Activities</strong></td>
<td><strong>2017-2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction</strong></td>
<td><strong>2014-2023</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operations</strong></td>
<td><strong>2023</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* METRO IS PURSUING ALTERNATE FUNDING SCENARIOS THAT COULD ACCELERATE SUBWAY CONSTRUCTION, POSSIBLY ALLOWING THE ENTIRE 9-MILE PROJECT TO BE BUILT IN ONE PHASE AT A REDUCED COST AND OPENED AS EARLY AS 2023. THIS SCHEDULE WILL BE UPDATED AS NEW INFORMATION BECOMES AVAILABLE.
Construction Schedule

Current funding streams allow the project to be built in three phases, with the initial phase to Wilshire/La Cienega planned to open in 2023. Under this three-phase scenario, the total project is forecast to cost $6.3 billion based on the schedule shown in the schedule chart. About three-fourths of those funds are generated locally from Measure R, the half-cent sales tax approved by Los Angeles County voters in 2008. Metro will be seeking the remainder in federal matching funds through the New Starts Program. Metro is pursuing alternate funding scenarios that could accelerate subway construction, possibly allowing the entire 9-mile project to be built in one phase at a reduced cost and opened as early as 2023.

Construction Impacts and Mitigations

Clearly, subway construction cannot be accomplished without impacts. Some of the impacts from subway construction could be:
- Noise, dust, vibration or the visual appearance at construction sites;
- Noise and vibration from below ground construction activities;
- Traffic impacts from temporary street closures;
- Impacts to merchants near construction sites; or
- Traffic or other impacts from trucks hauling equipment to or dirt from construction sites.

The Final EIS/EIR for the Project provided information about how the subway will be built including impacts from the construction process. These include any potential impacts resulting from constructing the stations, station entrances, the use of construction staging locations, and the underground tunnels.

The Final EIS/EIR included mitigations to eliminate or reduce any of these impacts, such as:
- Restrictions on days and hours of construction;
- Identifying detours for any street closures;
- Specifying truck haul routes;
- Utilizing noise dampening and/or decorative fencing around construction sites; or
- Assistance to area businesses, etc.

Additional Information

More information about subway construction is available on our website: metro.net/westsie.

How to Stay Involved and Give Input

Metro invites you to stay involved throughout the project. You can keep up with developments on our web site, metro.net/westsie, where you can find information as the work progresses, leave comments, and let us know how to contact you so we can keep you informed of upcoming meetings and other milestones.

- 213.922.6934
- westsideextension@metro.net
- metro.net/westsie
- facebook.com/westsidesubwayextension
- twitter.com/westsidesubway